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1  Make wh-questions. 
He is going to buy a new house next month. 
1. Who  .................. ? 
2. What  .................. ? 
3. When  .................. ?

2  Divide the animals below into the following groups. 

A B C D

elephant kangaroo giraffe camel

E F G H

goat gorilla horse rooster

3  Fill in the blanks with the future or present form of the verbs in brackets. 

I think we   .........1.........   (have) special shoes like these in the future. They   .........2.........   (be) very
comfortable. Everyone  .........3.........  (be) able to wear them, even children and old people. The shoes 
.........4......... (have) wheels, so they  .........5.........  (help) us to move around quickly. They will also lift us
off the ground when we  .........6.........  (want) to jump over things or fly to a different place. 
These shoes  .........7.........  (be) a great idea because we  .........8......... (not need) bikes or cars to travel
around the town. They  ........9..........  (be)good for the environment.
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4  Match two halves. There’s one extra sentence on the right.

A
1. I’m thirsty.
2. It’s very hot.
3. I’m really tired.
4. I’m cold.

B
a. I’ll close the window.
b. I’ll get you a drink.
c. I’ll help you.
d. I’ll help you find it.
e. I’ll open a window.

5  There are different animals living on Earth. Animals like leopards, lions, tigers, cheetahs and
elephants are wild. They live in their own natural home. Other animals live with or near humans.
Cows, camels, ducks and goats are examples of farm animals living with humans. 
We can also divide wild animals based on where they live. While some wild animals like monkeys and
tigers live in the jungle, others live in the desert. Snakes, types of mice and lizards are all desert
animals.Animals like zebras and leopards live in the grasslands. And of course, fish, turtles, sharks and
whales are sea animals. Jungles, deserts, grasslands and seas are natural homes, or natural habitats,
of different wild animals. 
All the animals live well together in their natural habitats. That doesn’t mean they don’t hunt other
animals. They all get what they need from their habitats. Still, they are part of nature. Each animal
plays a role in its natural home. And they don’t destroy nature.

TRUE OR FALSE

1. Animals living in their natural homes don’t hurt other animals.  
2. Each animal has a special part in the place it lives.  
3. Snakes and lizards are wild animals but turtles are not.  
4. Goats and sharks have the same habitats.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

1. Do the wild animals have a role in destroying nature? 

2. Where do the wild animals get their food from? 

3. Name four natural homes in which different animals live. 

4. In which paragraph the writer talks about the relationship between different animals. 
a. Paragraph 1            b. Paragraph 2            c. Paragraph 3

6  Mr. Alavi is a teacher. Tomorrow, he and his students   .................. (go) on a school trip. They   
.................. (go) to a park out of the city. They  .................. (leave) the school at 9. They  .................. (stay)
in the park till afternoon. They   .................. (go) into nature and clean it. They       .................. (visit) the
aquarium in the park, too. Mr. Alavi   .................. (talk) about sea animals there. The students 
.................. (write) a report from this trip. They need to pay attention to everything they see. Other
students  .................. (read) their friends’ reports and learn many things about nature and sea animals.
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7  Fill in the blanks with the given words. 
 defend          healthy        moon       telescope           powerful

 White blood cells  .................. body against diseases.  
The sky is cloudy. We cannot see the  .................. tonight 
You need a  .................. microscope to see something so small. 
The Hubble     telescope        goes around Earth every 97 minutes  ..................

8  I know that my cooking is bad, but your cooking is  .................. . 
The bed was hard, but it was  .................. than nothing.  
It’s too dark. I cannot see  .................. than two meters.

9  His new car is faster / the fastest than my car. 
Russia is bigger / the biggest country of the world. 
The whale is heavier / the heaviest sea animal. 
Kazem is taller / the tallest player in the team. 
Mary and Fatima are older / the oldest than Leila.

10  Complete each sentence with a comparative or superlative form of an adjective in the box. 
                                                                deep         good         dangerous         expensive         small 
1.     Pluto is      .................. than the moon of Earth. 
2.     Are you sure this is the   .................. way of doing it? 
3.     Lions are      .................. animals in the world. 
4.     This lake is  .................. one in the world. 
5.     Plane ticket is   .................. than train ticket.

11  Complete each sentence with a suitable adjective. One adjective is extra. 
  funny        careful     tall     golden     cloudy

1. It’s not   .................. .Don’t laugh please! 
2. She looked at the  .................. sky above the sea. 
3. Be   .................. ! Look both ways when you cross the street. 
4. Mary lost her   .................. watch in the park.

12  Unscramble the following sentences.
1. protection  /  animals / need / endangered / and / attention /. 
2. lakes /  jungles / humans / destroy / and / did /? 
3. hurt / animals / nature / and / hunters / do  /? 
4. there / a few / are / alive / Iranian cheetahs /

13  Match columns A and B. 
A

pay
save

protect
natural

take
hunt

B
wildlife
home

care of
nature

animals
attention
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14  Read the following paragraph and choose the best verb forms.  
 Alfredo is an Italian tourist. He lives / will live in Rome. He likes / will liketo travel and see different
places of the world. He takes / will takes photos especially  from animals.   Next      month, he and his
wife will travel to Iran. They go / will go to Tooran 
Plain to see animals. They are hopeful to see Persian zebra, Iranian cheetah, Persian leopard and
gazelle. After two weeks, they visit / will visit some beautiful cities in Iran.

15  Fill in the blanks using the words below. There is one extra word in the box.

Viruses are .................. 1 the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria. They are
different from bacteria because they cannot live  .................. 2. Viruses need to be inside .................. 3 to

live and grow. There aren’t many good things about viruses, they usually  .................. 4 your body and
make you sick!

attack – between –  among – a living cell – on their own

16   Write the superlative form of these adjectives. 

Adjective  superlative form

 0. long  longest

 1. good

 2. sad

 3. tasty

 4. difficult   

 5. noisy

 6. safe

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

17   Write the comparative form of these adjectives.
 

Adjective   comparative 

 0. safe  safer

 1. noisy

 2. bad

 3. dry

 4. colorful

 5. funny

 6. nice

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

18  Match two sides. There is one extra item on the right. 

                        A              B            

 1. carry     a. strong and well 

 2. wonderful        b. attack  

 3. type      c. protect 

 4. healthy (man)  d. move 

 5. defend  e. amazing 

  f. kind 
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19  Match two sides. 

                          A                                                                 B                   

 1. Jupiter is   a. the biggest living land animal.  

 2. Sharks are   b. the most dangerous animals of the sea. 

 3. Gold is   c. the largest planet of all. 

 4. The brain is   d. the fattiest body organ. 

 5. Viruses are   e. the most expensive metal of the world. 

  f. among the smallest microbes on the earth. 

20  Match two halves. There is one extra word on the right. 

                       A                                      B                    

 1. travel   a. disease  

 2. body  b. abroad 

 3. fight  c. planet  

 4. under  d. safe 

 5. rocky  e. the microscope 

   f. organ  

21  Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right. 

                        A                                          B                    

 1. powerful          a. type

 2. alike        b. worst 

 3. kind        c. different

 4. dangerous      d. cruel

 5. best    e. weak

   f. safe
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22  Complete the following conversation using the phrases below. There is one extra item. 

Michelle: Did you .........1......... ?  

Gabriel: No, why?  

Michelle: You have  ........2.......... on your arm.  

Gabriel: Oh, that. I  .........3......... today.  

Michelle: You did? That’s great. I like to donate blood, but you know, it makes me feel terrible even
when I think of it. I’m worried that  ........4..........  is going to happen to me.  

Gabriel: Come on! I give blood all the time. And I  .........5.........  right after.  

Michelle: Really?! Hmm. Alright, I know  ..........6........  it is for hospitals to have a good supply of blood
for the patients.   

Gabriel: True. If they didn’t have enough blood, how could they help ..........7........ ? 

Michelle: Well... . 

Gabriel: Well, what? 

Michelle: I’ll give it a try.

donated blood – find it – a Band-Aid – the injured people –
 something bad – hurt yourself – how important – feel great
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23  Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra. 

Ali: Wow! Look here!  .........1.........  .It looks great! 
Arash: Yeah, thank you. 
Ali: How much did you pay for that? 
Arash: .......2...........  . But I don’t think it’s much more expensive than your bike. 
Ali: Also not as interesting.  .........3.........  . 
Arash: You say this because  .........4.........  .They are amazing. 
Ali: I know.  ..........5........  .So tell me, can we see all the other planets with it, for example, Pluto? 
Arash: (laughing ... ) Actually Pluto is not a planet! But the answer is no! .........6.........  , so we can’t see
the planets that are farther away from Earth. You can see the moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars clearly. 
Ali: I see. I sure hope you’ll get a powerful one soon. 
Arash: I hope so. 

a: At least I can ride my bike. 
b: I was only joking. 
c: Actually, it’s a gift from my parents. 
d: You can easily see it. 
e: This is not a very powerful one. 
f: Is that your new telescope? 
g: You never had a chance to look at the stars and planets.

24  Write the name of the animals below in front of the right sentence. 

 
gorilla dolphin wolf bear polar bear  

 

 

1. It’s big. It’s brown or black. It can be dangerous.          ..................  
2. It’s big. It lives in a very cold place. It’s white.            ..................  
3. This big animal lives in the forest, in hot countries. It eats fruit.     ..................  
4. It is like a dog but it’s more dangerous. It eats meat.     ..................  
5. This clever animal is not dangerous. It is an amazing swimmer.      ..................

gorilla-dolphin-wolf-bear-polar bear
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25  Match two sides. 

A B 

  . This is a low mountain,  a. and took care of it.

  . When you keep nature clean and safe,  b. you need to call the police.

  . There’s no coffee.  c. give good information about how to  protect
endangered animals.

  . The Persian Gulf’s wildlife is amazing.  d. the animals will live longer.

  .  National wildlife museums  e. and save animals and plants and take care of
them.

  . I brought the injured bird into the room  f. and I’d like to see it.

  . Whenever you see the hunters coming to your

village to hurt animals,

 g. You can see some beautiful sea animals such
as dolphins there.

  . All humans need to work together  h. Would you like a cup of tea instead?

   i. but those ones are high.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

26  Match antonyms:

A B

  . high  a. wild

  . together  b. lazy

  . hard-working                        c. interesting                

  . boring  d. easy

  . domestic  e. low

 f. alone

1

2

3

4

5

27  Fill in the blanks using your own words. 

1. Whenever you see the hunters who come to your village to  .................. animals, you need to call the
police. 
2. I  .................. the injured bird into the room and took care of it. 
3. If you .................. something, it becomes bigger in amount and number. 
4. When two teams play together, one of them wins and the other one .................. .  
5. This room is large  .................. to take two beds. 
6. I wanted to write a  .................. about how I felt exactly like Sa’di. 
7. Do you know the reason why they are going to  .................. their house? It’s still new.
8. A(n)  .................. is a person who looks after animals in the zoo.
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28  Fill in the blanks using the following prepositions. You may need to use them more than once. 

1. English people love to talk  .................. weather. 
2. We went  .................. a trip to the mountains. 
3. Visitors usually ask  .................. these amazing plants. 
4. The movie is based  .................. her life story. 
5. The children divided  .................. three teams before starting to play.

of-about-on-in-into

29  ODD ONE OUT. 

1. when – will - where - what 

2. plain- earth- lake- forest 

3. wolf – cheetah – horse - zebra 

4. boy – tree – Damavand - bear 

5. lake – museum – forest - desert 

6. farmer - my brother – school - Maryam

30  Put the words in order. 
1. the - enough - we -  will - future - in - food - hopefully - have. 
2. at - for - sat down - two - she - hours - her - desk - worked -and . 
3. students – nature – in – protecting - are – interested. 
4. will – if – we – safe – hard – live – to –work – have - place. 
5. the room - bird - it - into - brought - I - and - the injured - took care of. 
6. recently – save – families – to – more – paying – wildlife - are – attention.

31  Spelling:

1. The Persian Gulf’s wildlife is am – z – ng. You can see some beautiful sea animals such as dol –– ins
there. 
2. One si – ple way to protect wildlife is learning about end – nger – d animals that live around you. 
3. H – nters who came to our vil – age didn’t care for animals.

32  Dictation:

The whale is the heav – – st sea animal.

The Hubble tele – – ope goes around Earth every 97 min – tes.

The brave sold – – rs defended our country in war.

Rivers are useful for people of vil – ag – s and small cities.

Gold is the most expensive m – t – l of the world.

33  Circle the correct word(s) to complete each sentence.

My computer is more expensive than your / than yours.
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The white coat is warmer then / than the blue one.

Ellen buys nicer clothes than I do / than I am.

Cars are expensive, but houses are more expensive / more expensive than.

Does your new stereo play music more loudly than your old one was / did?

Harry’s motorcycle is newer than my / mine.

John’s letter arrived more quickly than Kelly’s did / than Kelly’s was.

Dave is 27 years old. His sister is older than he is / than he does.

34  Rewrite the comparisons using “not as ……….. as” and “less……………... than”. 
EXAMPLE:  
Andy is more popular than me. 
I'm not as popular as Andy. 
I’m less popular than Andy.

Computers are more useful than phones.

Tokyo is noisier than London.

I'm taller than my teacher.

This chair is more comfortable than that one.

Chicken is healthier than potato chips.

Your bag is more expensive than mine.

35  Write the sentences. 

EXAMPLE:  
Jamie-funny-Henry 
Jamie is funnier than Henry. 
He-famous person - the town 
He is the most famous person in the town.

Russia - big – Korea

Russia-big country-the world

A computer-useful - a phone

Eiffel Tower - interesting building – Paris

Your shoes - dirty – mine

Monday-bad day-the week

Health - important - money

36  Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word. 

donate – defend – carry – laugh – keep – collect 

These planes can  .................. up to 300 people.

The school buses .................. the children each morning.

We are ready to  .................. our country from any attack.

They wanted to  .................. thousands of dollars to help save the wildlife.

 We can  .................. our body strong and well by eating healthy food and doing daily exercises.
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37  Match the sentences with the pictures. Then, write the name of each in front of the right
sentence. One sentence is extra. 

A B

 

         

C D

          

        

It is the largest planet of all.   (         )                ..................

They are the most dangerous animals of the sea.   (         )                 ..................

It is the fattiest body organ.   (         )              ..................

It is one of the biggest stars in the Milky Way galaxy.     (         )            ..................

It is the biggest living land animal.   (         )              ..................

38  Match the sentences with the pictures. Then, write the name of each in front of the right
sentence. One sentence is extra. 

A B

              

C D

  

It is the most expensive metal of the world.     (         )                          ..................

It is the biggest living land animal.    (         )                      ..................

It is the heaviest sea animal.   (         )                           ..................

They are the most dangerous animals in the world.    (         )                 ..................

They are among the smallest microbes on the earth.     (         )              ..................

39  Circle the correct answer.

Amin (askari / Askari) is a pilot. He is 40 (Years / years) old. He lives with his (Wife / wife) and his
son and daughter in (mashhad / Mashhad). He loves his job.
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Today, (iran / Iran)’s mountains and plains are the natural (Home / home) of many animals. One
of them is the black (Bear / bear) which lives in a few (Parts / parts) of the country.

The (persian / Persian) Gulf is a very important sea between Iran and some (arab / Arab)
countries. Its (wildlife / Wildlife) is amazing. You can (See / see) some beautiful sea animals such as
(Dolphins / dolphins) there.

40  Read the following Passage and then answere the questions? 
A Wonderful Liquid 
The human body is a real wonder. It is sometimes good to think about our body and how it works. Our
body is doing millions of jobs all the time. 
One of the most important parts of the body is blood. The heart pumps this red liquid around the
body. This keeps us healthy and alive. 
More than half of blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red and white cells. There
are millions of red blood cells in one small drop of blood. They carry oxygen round the body and
collect carbon dioxide from body parts. There are thousands of white cells in a drop of blood. They are
bigger than red cells. They defend our body against microbes. This wonderful liquid is a great gift from
Allah. We can thank Allah by keeping our body healthy. One way to do that is eating healthy food and
doing daily exercises. Another way is to donate our blood to those who need it.

- What color is plasma? 
a) red                 b) yellow             c) white

How can we keep our body healthy? 
a) By eating fast foods 
b) By doing daily exercises 
c) By sleeping late

How many white blood cells are there in a drop of blood? 
a) hundreds             b) thousands             c) millions

True or False  
1. There are only white cells in plasma. 
2. Red cells are smaller than white cells. 
3. The number of red cells is more than white cells.

match two halves. 
1. The heart pumps blood round the body   .................. . 
2. Our body is really wonderful   .................. . 
3. Red blood cells carry oxygen round the body   .................. . 
a) so it is sometimes good to thing about it. 
b) then it is dangerous. 
c) and collect carbon dioxide. 
d) to keep us alive.
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